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Abstract 

Level interface measurement in petroleum industries is very important for the assessment and 

improvement of plant performance. Inaccurate level measurement can seriously affect the 

production process and the entire operation. It may result in reduced performance and off-spec 

product. The portable neutron backscattered scan device is advanced in-situ inspection system for 

visualizing of the level measurement. The study has been carried out at the Vessel Test Rig facility, 

Malaysian Nuclear Agency to visualize and measure the interface level. System development and 

functionality of this device presented in this paper and also the experimental results. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Accurate level measurement inside the reactor/storage vessel is one of the important parameters to 

produce the best quality product in production line. Modern industrial plant operations often 

require accurate level measurement of process liquids in production and storage vessels. A variety of 

portable advanced level indicators are commercially available to meet the demand, but these may 

not suit specific need of situations. In the case of the pressure vessel with wall thickness up to 10 cm, 

toxic and corrosive chemical the portable neutron backscatter technique (NBT) is one of the best 

methods to measure the level without to shout down the process [1]. Currently, in the market the 

inspection by using portable NBT only produce two dimension graph profile to show the level 

measurement. Meanwhile, in this  paper presents the advanced portable NBT to produce images of 

level measurement. The system has been tested at vessel test rig to evaluate its performance.  

2.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

Neutrons emitted from the radioactive source are energetic particles, with energies up to several 

Mev. Collectively, such energetic neutrons are referred to as ‘fast neutrons’ with the energy ranges 

from 0.5–11 Mev. When fast neutron collides with the nuclei surrounding material, their energy is 

moderated through scattering. During this collision, neutron lost its energy and producing a wide 

range of slow neutron, which it approaches a thermal condition is known as moderation. The 

substance in which this process takes places is called a moderator. The energy transferred to the 

target nucleus is E0 –E [2]-[3], 
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Where E0 is the energy of incident neutron, m is mass of incident neutron, M is the mass of scatter 

nucleus. It is possible that all the neutron energy be transferred on collision with a hydrogen atom.  

It is clear that, for this reason, the presence of hydrogen is a major factor in the slowing down of fast 

neutrons. It can be seen that the number of collisions required to thermalize a fast neutron is lower 

for elements of lower atomic number, such as hydrogen. A high proportion of chemical, oil and gas 

process streams contain hydrogen in one form or another. This is especially true in petrochemical, 

oil and gas industries where hydrogen is present in practically “every” process material. 

In portable NBT to perform inspection of level measurement, high energy neutrons from 
241

Am-Be 

radioactive source are beamed onto a vessel. Fast neutrons are slowed down mostly by collision 

with hydrogen atoms of material inside the vessel [4], [5]. Parts of thermal neutron are bounced 

back towards the source [6],[7]. By placing a thermal detector next to the source, these backscatter 

neutrons can be measured. The number of backscatter neutrons is directly proportional to the 

concentration of the hydrogen atoms in front of the neutron detector[4]-[9]. As the source and 

detector move down the side of the vessel, interfaces can be detected provided they are involved a 

change in hydrogen atom concentration. 

3.0 System Development 

The portable NBT consists of a neutron scanner probe and automatic winding system. Inside the 

neutron scanner probe located the He-3 proportional counter tube and Cf-252. Figure 1 shown the 

probe scanner neutron.  The detector connected to the Ratemeter for slow neutron counting device 

through coaxial cable. Next, the Ratemeter connected to computer through RS-232.  

 

 

Figure 1: Neutron probe scanner 

 

The software developer is to control the movement of the probe and data analysis to produce the 

image. The graphic user interface software development is shown in figure 2. During the inspection 



for level measurement the neutron scanner probe will be placed into the surface of the vessel. This 

probe can move in x-axis and y-axis control by an automatic winding system.  

 

Figure 2: GUI of the Neutron Imaging system. 

 

4.0 Result and Discussion 

The study has been conducted at the Vessel test rig at Malaysian Nuclear Agency. This vessel 

contains of diesel and vapour. The vessel has the several windows along the height of vessel that can 

view the level interface through naked eyes. This function is to verify any method to measure the 

interface level.  Figure 3 shown the experiment has been conducted. 

 

Figure 3: Experimental conducted at Vessel Test Rig. 

Figure 4 shows the images of interface of diesel and vapour inside vessel test rig in a dynamic 

process.  The size of image pixel is 150 x 35 pixels.  The red colour shows the vapour space and the 

red colour is a diesel. This location of level interface is similar by using naked eyes.  

Meanwhile, in figure 5 show the analysis of the raw data from the image. It can be seen that high 

value of the thermal neutron count  at a height between 0 cm to 30 cm. It clearly shows the 



presence of highly hydrogenous material. Meanwhile,  at a height between 48 cm to 80 cm show a 

low value of thermal neutron count indicated the presence of vapour space. Besides that, 

observation shows that as the detector-source probe moves from 30 cm to 50 cm the count of 

thermal neutron changes slowly, showing the presence of different interface in that region. From 

the visual on the side window of the vessel test rig, the interface for hydrocarbon and vapour 

equator mark located at the 40 cm. 

 

 

Figure 4: Line image of interface of diesel and vapour. 

 

The thermal neutron count varies starting from 10 cm below and above the equator mark, i.e. 30 cm 

and 50 cm respectively. As the probe moves towards the 30 cm to 50 cm range, the thermal neutron 

count reduced drastically as the detector probe starts to enter the region which contain vapour; 

approaching the equator between the hydrocarbon and vapour interface. This is because as the 

detector approach region of vapour, less thermal neutron are produced and as a result the thermal 

neutron count detected by detector decreases [3], [9].  
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Figure 5: Analysis of image 

 

5.0 Conclusion 

The portable neutron backscatter technique provides easy access to determine the interface level of 

vessel containing different types of hydrogenous material. The most advantage features of this 

technique is, it only requires one side of the vessel to be scanned compared to other methods.  
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